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Next morning we passed by a grove of fine junipers—
the Asian g-Mu-sbu or "scented-wood tree " of the Chinese.
Close by was the rope-bridge over tlie Mekong. The
two ropes, one slanting each way, are slung high above
the gorge, the steep and rocky cliffs of which, in the bed
of the river, arc composed of greyish-green and red
shales, standing vertical and striking nearly north and
south.
While the loads and men were travelling across the
rope, a business which took an hour or more, I collected
plants and later seated myself on the rocks as close to
the river as possible, for 1 never wearied of watching
the rush of water. Here the surface heaves, and great
pustules swell up as though gas were being rapidly gener-
ated inside them, burst with a hiss, and pass on in swim-
ming foam ; there a ridge, of water dances over a hidden
rock and breaks suddenly, and a little frothing wave
tries to crawl back by itself over the hurrying water, but
is swept hastily away, to re-form below; a stick comes
frolicking clown on the roaring tide, is buried for a
moment, and reappears a dozen yards away; waves
spring up suddenly and slap insolently against the smooth,
rock slabs, scored with grooves and pot-holes when the
flood rose higher than it does now; and whirlpools dart
gurgling from place to place like will-o'-the-wisp. It is
a fascinating pastime to sit and watch all these ever-
changing tricks of the gambolling, shouting Mekong
waters, their voice rising throughout the summer, and
dying away to a whisper in winter as the red mud sinks
out of sight, and the water reflects the blue of heaven.
A climb of about a thousand feet up the steep cliff-side
brought us into the glacier valley, the roar of the Mekong
growing fainter as we ascended, till suddenly, crossing the

